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Scope of country-level work building on CCAC Inventories 

Initial Pilot

– Chile 

Follow-up Countries

– Bangladesh

– Colombia

– Ghana

– Indonesia

– Nigeria

- Draft report completed in Nov 2015 

- Completed during June/July 2016  



Core information required from HFC Inventories  

Essential 

– Time series of HCFC/HFC consumption by substance  

– Qualitative assessment of sub-sector use pattern by substance

– If time series does not pre-date 2000 then information on  
equipment stocks and average charges   

Valuable, but not essential  

– Proportional assessment of use pattern by substance 

– Projections of consumption beyond 2014

– Localised emission factors (as alternative to IPCC 2006 defaults)

– Age profile of products/equipment by sector/sub-sector



Analysis of HFC Reports from Chile

Essential Chile Bangladesh Colombia Ghana Indonesia Nigeria

Time Series by substance Yes

Qualitative Use Patterns Yes

Time Series pre-dates 2000
or Equipment stock data

Yes

Valuable

Proportional Use Patterns Yes

Projection beyond 2014 Yes

Localised emissions factors Yes

Age profile of equipment No



Outputs by sub-sector for Chile



Outputs by substance type for Chile



Co

Analysis of HFC Reports from other countries

Essential Chile Bangladesh Colombia Ghana Indonesia Nigeria

Time Series by substance Yes 2011-2013 Yes 2011-14 Yes Varying

Qualitative Use Patterns Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Time Series pre-dates 2000
or Equipment stock data

Yes Partial
Refrigerant

Bank
Refrigerant

Bank
Partial No

Valuable

Proportional Use Patterns Yes Yes Yes RAC only Yes Limited

Projection beyond 2014 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes to 2017

Localised emissions factors Yes No No No No No

Age profile of equipment No No No Partial No No

Complementary source information was critical



• Some time series were shorter than required – extrapolated 
growth rates on available data 

• Coverage of HCFC data in HFC Inventory reports was sporadic   

• Linked with other reference sources such as country HPMPs 
where appropriate  

• Refrigerant bank information quoted for two countries, but 
no reference to equipment population and/or average 
charges         

• Some lack of consistency in demarcation within RAC sub-
sectors with particular issues in the commercial/industrial 
sub-sectors and distinction between refrigeration & A/C

• Sector transposition tables created for alignment purposes             

Dealing with shortcomings in HFC Inventories



Transposition table for Ghana

HPMP: Data Collection & Surveys - Table 3.5 HFC Supplement Table 5.3

Refrigeration Domestic Domestic Refrigeration 

Light commercial Refrigeration/AC - 50%

Cold Stores

Industrial/Supermarkets Industrial Refrigeration/AC Industrial Refrigeration

Road Transport Refrigeration/AC

Marine Refrigeration/AC

Chillers

Residential Air Conditioning

Light commercial Refrigeration/AC - 50%

Commercial Air Conditioning

Mobile Air Conditioning Mobile Air Conditioning Manufacturing MACs

Other A/C

Solvents

Foams

Aerosols Pharmaceutical Applications (MDIs)

Fire Protection Fire Extinguisher Manufacturing

Other Uses 

Commercial Refrigeration 

Stationary A/C

Commercial

Transport

Air Conditioning Stationary A/C



Resulting HFC Consumption Patterns by Country



Use pattern by country – substantial variations



Cumulative Emissions less than Consumption (2008-2020)

Where emitted? 



Emissions by country – assuming all “in country”



Emissions by country – adjusted for exports



Despite aerosol activity – MAC emissions dominate



…and HFC-134a is the main source of emission



• Significant refrigerants in use across commercial/industrial refrigeration 
sectors are R-404A and R-507A which are burdensome on the climate 
because of HFC-143a content (GWP 4,470)  

• The main refrigerant blend in use in the air conditioning sector is R-410A 

• HFC-134a widely used in domestic refrigeration, MAC, stationary A/C and 
aerosols     

• Those countries with use of HCFC-141b in foams are switching to low-
GWP alternatives, so the sector does not appear significantly in HFC-only 
assessments  

• HCFC consumption and emissions, while significant, don’t typically 
outstrip HFC emissions because of sectoral growth (see following graph).    

• There are some specific refrigerant choices for individual countries – e.g. 
Ghana (R-406A) for refrigerator servicing and Colombia (R-437A) for MAC           

Other observations on consumption and emissions



HCFC emissions relatively modest in comparison



• It is possible to derive meaningful emissions estimates using  consumption 
data-sets collected from HFC Inventories – especially when combined with 
complementary reference sources (e.g. HPMPs)  

• The minimum criteria identified during the Chilean project have largely 
been met in other countries with Nigeria being the most challenging 

• Consistency of time series would be helpful for future assessments      

• Further work is necessary to both to define and populate sub-sectors in the 
RAC sector  

• Handling of products manufactured and charged for export needs further 
attention    

• It would be advisable to avoid reverse modelling for historic annual 
consumption (e.g. aerosols in Indonesia)         

• NOUs should consider creating & maintaining on-going databases of activity          

Lessons learned from the six country assessments


